Kermie

Growth:  Kermie has maintained his weight this month. Weight last month was about 4,000g and he was the same this month.

Diet:  Kermie shares a diet of cooked veggies, lettuce, spinach, wild leaves and three times a week egg with Ellen.

Health:  Kermie’s eye ulcer re-occurred a couple of days after ending treatment so we began the same treatment again (Ciprovet eye drops) but continued for 5 days post symptoms for a total of 10 days of treatment. So far, this seems to have resolved the issue. I will continue to monitor his eye very closely, daily.

Behavioral:  Kermie’s behavior is holding steady.

Recent Milestones:  Kermie turned TWO YEARS old this month!

Future Goals:  Moving Kermie and Ellen to the Tulemar forest soft-release cage. Increase wild foods from immediate area, fit VHF collar, get a blood sample.